
Schools looking for the latest and greatest when 
it comes to their teaching equipment can  

stop their search: CTOUCH Riva R2 is here! 
Jam-packed with powerful hardware,  

crystal-clear JBL® sound and a  
wonderful writing experience, 

Riva R2 is the perfect addition  
to the state-of-the-art school’s  

most modern classroom. 
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The best just got better

 e Experience the best handwriting experience

Combining zero air gap and TrueBeam Touch+ technology with our popular 

Triple S Glass, the CTOUCH Riva R2 delivers a writing experience that’s fast, 

clean and smooth. To try it is to believe it! 

 e Earth-shattering audio  

Whether watching a film with the students or having a pupil join classes 

remotely, the powerful 80W JBL® speakers will ensure the sound easily 

reaches even the farthest corner of the classroom. 

 e ESharing is caring

Inviting up to 50 students to join a teaching session has never been easier, 

thanks to the pre-installed full version of EShare. Pupils can instantly share 

their Windows, Android or Apple device wirelessly to the touchscreen, 

posing no interruptions to the class at all. 

 e Save Watts and Watts of money

Schools are not made of money. To combat high energy prices CTOUCH  

Riva R2 comes equipped with smart on/off. This turns the touchscreen on 

when someone enters the classroom and turns it off when there is no 

one there, only using energy when it is really needed. And when energy is 

consumed, this model already has one of the lowest energy consumptions 

in the market.

 e Enjoy Riva R2 for a lifetime with Heartbeat Safe –free for 1 year! 

Want to enjoy Riva R2 even longer? Just enroll in the CTOUCH Heartbeat 

programme to receive a lifetime of security and functionality updates and 

access to remote management tools and trainings. At the end of its lifetime, 

we will repurpose the touchscreen. The CTOUCH Riva R2 even comes with 

1 year Heartbeat Safe for free! 

PRODUCT INFO
CTOUCH RIVA R2

The successor of the massively successful CTOUCH Riva, CTOUCH Riva R2 

brings all what made the first Riva popular to the table, and so much more. 

This allows teachers around the globe to stay on top of their teaching game. 

CTOUCH Riva R2 is perfectly equipped for any teaching situation. It is built on 

an open platform, allowing any teaching software to run effortlessly. It packs 

the latest and greatest hardware available for lightning-fast, uninterrupted 

operation. It captivates students with crystal-clear JBL® audio. Add a lifetime 

of safe and supported usage thanks to CTOUCH Heartbeat and very low 

energy consumption to that and you have the perfect match for the 

classroom of today and tomorrow. 
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